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About ZeroNorth 
 
ZeroNorth was founded to help shipowners and operators in the tramp shipping market operate their 
vessels more efficiently, reduce CO2 emissions and increase earnings. By doing so, we directly support 
the industry’s ongoing development towards a more sustainable future. As a spin-off from Maersk 
Tankers, we have a deep maritime heritage that is blended with modern technology expertise.  
 
Clearly, the first step on the road to sustainability progress is knowing the scale of the challenge. We 
believe that digital solutions like our Optimise platform are a key enabler of transparency. Crucially, 
digital technologies can help turn data into concrete actions for both improving profitability and reducing 
environmental impact. We are focused on generating actionable insights from data, giving owners and 
operators decision-making power that lets them cut emissions and improve TCE.  
 
In an increasingly complex world, with more scrutiny on all of our industry’s operations, embracing digital 
technologies is one of the key ways that we can do right by society and improve the transparency of 
our operations. In simple terms, and as all of us at ZeroNorth believes, we must digitalise shipping for 
the climate.  
 
About Optimise 
 
Optimise converts data into tangible actions and dollars, and reduces CO2 emissions for the benefit of 
the shipping industry, and wider world.  
 
Optimise provides insight into vessel performance and determines the optimal speed of each 

vessel to optimise bunker spend: 
 

• By connecting multiple data points across a single interface, the software interprets data to 
generate thousands of potential recommendations to optimise voyage plans and increase 
earnings.  

• Without the need for any hardware installation, Optimise interprets data from a vessel 
including noon reports and fuel consumption, in combination with each customer’s view of 
their potential market.  

• It also makes use of third-party information such as weather data, AIS positions and bunker 
prices to create its recommendations on optimal operating speeds and ETAs for a vessel’s 
destination.  

• Meanwhile, Optimise’s BunkerAction feature can also provide recommendations on when, 
where and what to bunker.  

 
At its heart, our technology is simple and easy to use. With very little work, you can generate 
actionable data insights on a vessel and fleet level. 
 
We believe deeply in the power of partnerships to enable and unlock digitalisation across shipping. The 
unity of cutting-edge, like-minded partners who drive the industry forward is very important to us. In 
December 2020, ZeroNorth announced its partnership with Veson Nautical, which allows Optimise to 
securely integrate with the Veson IMOS Platform (VIP), allowing a seamless transfer of data for joint 
customers. 
 
Our partnership allows you to use your vessel and fleet data in Optimise, unlocking better vessel 
performance and optimal bunker spend. By using a secure API, VIP data flows into Optimise, where it 
is used for voyage optimisation. Our partnership makes data integration simple, as you don't need to 
do anything except give permission for your VIP data to be securely accessible in Optimise.  
 
Find out more about ZeroNorth and what Optimise could do for your fleet at www.zeronorth.com 


